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Talonbooks, Vancouver, 2001. Soft Cover. Book Condition: New. Updated & Revised 2nd Edition. 61/2 x 9-3/4 ". 2001 Softcover book, updated & revised 2nd Edition . BRAND NEW from 2001 publisher .
Never opened, Never owned, Never marked . Gift Giving quality . 6-1/2 x 9-3/4 " size ; 496 pages . This
book is an irreplaceable roadmap of a vital and powerful poetic form, a record of the most
seductive and sustained 'singing talk' in post-modern Canadian writing . Edited by Sharon Thesen,
this collection of long poems, longer works, sequential poems, extended poems, serial, lengthly or
longish poems extend the geography of post-modern Canadian poetry as it was laid out in 1979 .
exemplifying Michael Ondaatje's early observation that "the most interesting work being done by
poets today can be found within the structure of the long poem." . Wi th a statement of poetics and
short bibliography from each author . this anthology includes work by: Robin Blaser . George
Bowering . Dionne Brand . Anne Carson . Jeff Derksen . Christopher Dewdney . Louis Dudek . Patrick
Friesen . Diana Hartog . Roy Kiyooka . Robert Kroetsch . Daphne Marlatt . Steve McCaffery . David
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Reviews
It is really an awesome pdf that I actually have actually study. It really is basic but excitement from the 50 % of the publication. I am delighted to inform
you that here is the greatest book i have read through within my individual existence and can be he finest publication for actually.
-- Mr s. Ya smine Cr ona
The publication is easy in read safer to comprehend. It is actually rally intriguing throgh studying time. I am easily will get a delight of looking at a created
publication.
-- Cla ud Feest
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